Connectivity Systems
HIGH SPEED, GLOBAL INFLIGHT INTERNET
Global Eagle Entertainment's connectivity platform,
Airconnect Global, is currently available on more than
720+ aircraft. Every minute, somewhere in the world, a
GEE equipped airplane is inflight, serving more than 26
million passengers annually. As one of the world’s leading
providers of content, connectivity and digital media
solutions to the travel industry, GEE offers a satellitebased inflight entertainment and connectivity solution
that provides a cost effective, high performance IFEC
choice for any airline, of any size, anywhere in the world.

ONE SOURCE, ONE COMPLETE SOLUTION
Our unique platform provides airlines with a single resource for global connectivity, the latest
sought-after content and rich digital media solutions that entertain and engage passengers,
while at the same time giving airlines the opportunity to differentiate and monetize their IFEC
offering.

FULL SERVICE IFEC
SOLUTIONS

GLOBAL HIGH SPEED
SATELLITE COVERAGE

FLEXIBLE BUSINESS
MODEL

One comprehensive
resource

Fastest satellite solution
available today

Allows airlines to promote
their brand and determine
service pricing

Complete hardware suite
including Ka/Ku HTS satellite
antenna system, server
management unit and
WiFi routers

INSTALLATION

TECHNICAL SUPPORT

MANAGEMENT

STC CERTIFICATIONS

Installs more rapidly than
any other satellite-based
solution – approximately
50% faster

Back-end technical
support and training with
24 hour a day Network
Operations Center
monitoring

Expertise managing large
programs with more than
200 airline customers
worldwide

Experience clearing
regulatory milestones
through FAA compliancy

WWW.GEEMEDIA.COM
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Connectivity Systems
BUILD BRAND AFFINITY THROUGH OUR CUSTOM PORTAL
GEE’s flexible IFEC platform promotes ‘Best in Class’ inflight entertainment experiences
through
its customizable portal, Airtime. Adaptable, programmable, and consistent, Airtime connects
via any mobile device, laptop or tablet, through iOS and Android platforms, and becomes the
central platform for delivering a compelling inflight experience; further building brand loyalty
for your airline.
We deliver an optimal solution to meet any airline need. Where inflight connectivity is not
necessary or financially feasible, a non-connected portal is available to deliver a comprehensive
and compelling selection of entertainment assets that can earn incremental revenue.

A highly customizable, scalable
IFEC portal = specialized inflight
experience, direct to passengers’
own devices

Gate-to-gate service
(an industry first, and
currently exclusive)

Promotes airline differentiation,
personalization, and brand
extension

Entertainment content specific to
airlines geographic region, made
possible through our partners
throughout the globe (Hollywood,
Bollywood, Asia, Latin, European
markets)

Internet access,
IPTV television,
e-commerce, and
content on demand

Individually curated movies, TV
episodes (including live TV),
games, ecommerce & other WiFi
enabled services. GEE holds the
world’s largest market share of
international IFE content

Option of content on-demand
stored on-board, which can be
easily upgraded to a fully
connected internet-based solution

A wireless IFE solution with
DRM protection functioning
in both connected and
unconnected environments

Maximize revenue per boarded
guest through multiple, evolving
incremental revenue streams

IFE industry’s most robust reporting
server to provide insight into
customer trends, business
performance and system health

Ability to optimize the user
experience by managing satellite
bandwidth via the GEE
Intelligent
Traffic Prioritization Engine (ITP)

Easy, user-friendly navigation

Feature-rich interface, including
a TV guide and external
navigation bar

Connect via any laptop, tablet,
or mobile device, both iOS
and Android platforms

Opportunities for additional
revenues through advertising
and sponsorship arrangements

Translatable into 30+ languages
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